Iris

The Superior Standard for
Wheelchair Tilt Technology

IRIS
The best just got better. The IRIS‘s patented rotation-in-space
technology allows for a small footprint on a lighter, technically
improved, sleek design.

Shortest possible wheelbase
without sacrificing stability

Lightweight

The new Quickie IRIS is one of the lightest positioning wheelchairs on the market. With more than
2.26kg of reduced weight, the IRIS is even easier to transport and maneuver.

Streamlined design

The IRIS look and function have been enhanced with our new rocker design, black hardware and
welded castors.

Two tilt range options

The IRIS provides a 55° range of rotation with the standard rocker arm or a 40° rage with the shorter,
lightweight rocker arm.

A new foot release tilt actuator
Eliminates cables. Also available, the existing
hand triggers feature a special new Cable
Management System that clips the cables to
the frame to limit interference and opens space
for options that mount on the backrest.

Low seat-to-floor height

With our new castor design, low castor fork and small
castor wheel options, the Quickie® IRIS can achieve a seat-to
-floor height as low as 32 cm. This provides easier access to
tables, desks and counters as well as enhanced floor access
for foot propulsion.

The New IRIS
is JAY3 compatible

		

		
		

Short, Small, light-easy to tilt.
Unsurpassed maneuverability.

36 - 56cm
„
(14 - 22 )

36 - 56cm
„
(14 - 22 )

32 - 50cm„
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SW +21cm
„
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„
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Std stroller
handle:
46, 53, 61cm
„
(18, 20.8, 24 )

Degrees of tilt

Technical data sheet
16 individual frame colours
Weight of heaviest part
Max. user weight

Back height: Angle adj. stroller handle
from 16kg

Back options: 			

„

40 - 51cm (15.7 - 20 )

Stroller handle back post (Low, medium, tall)

- Standard 113kg (17.7 stone)

Hanger options: 		60º,70º, 80º,90º (Swing-away and Heavy duty) ELR, ALR

- Heavy duty 158kg (24.8 stone)

Transit tested to ISO 7176 Part 19 and passed			

Yes

For further information on the full specification, options and accessories, please refer to the order form.
All information is subject to change without notification. Please consult Sunrise Medical with any queries you may have.
If you are visually impaired, this document can be viewed in PDF format at www.SunriseMedical.com or alternatively is available on request in large text.
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